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ON THE UPPER BOUND OF THE NUMBER OF REAL
ROOTS OF A RANDOM ALGEBRAIC EQUATION
WITH INFINITE VARIANCE. II
G. SAMAL AND M. N. MISHRA
Abstract.
Let N„ be the number of real roots of 2ï=o<zv Svxv=0
where f v's are independent random variables identically distributed
with a common characteristic function exp( —C¡t\'z); C is a positive
constant, a0, ax, ■• ■, a„ are nonzero real numbers such that
kn=maxo¿v¿n\av\=0(np¡\og
ri). Then
(i) Pr{Sup7l>„0Af„/(log//)2>í«}<//7nr-2-í.
1^«^2,0</5<1;

(ii) MNJ(\ogny>ß}<v'ln,

ot£l;

(iii) Pr{A^/(logn)í>/í)</u7/i*«-1-',>

l^a^2.

1. Introduction.
In our paper [2] we have considered
bound of the number of real roots of the algebraic equation

(1)

the upper

fix) = J fv*v= 0

whose coefficients £v's are identically distributed independent random
variables with a common characteristic function exp(— C\t\") where C
is a positive constant and a^l. In fact we have proved that

(i) Pr( Sup A/J(log nf > p\ < pfnf-2^,
\ n> no

0 < ß < 1,1 Sol S 2;

)

(ii)

Pr{ATB/(log n)2>p}<

p'\n,

a ^ 1;

(iii)

Pr{N„/(log n)2 >p}<

pfn*'-1-»,

I Sol S 2,

where Nn is the number of real roots of/(x)=0.
In the present work we like to point out that there is no need of taking
the coefficients as identically distributed and that our result could be
put in more general form.
In the place of equation (1) we shall consider the equation
n

(2)

fix) = 2 avfvXv= 0
v=0
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where a0, ax, ■• ■,an are nonzero real numbers with some restrictions.
The coefficients av£fs are not identically distributed although fv's have
the same distribution.
Equations of the type (2) have been considered by Dunnage [1], but
his variance is finite whereas our variance is infinite for 1 <a<2.
In our paper [3] we have considered the corresponding result for the

lower bound.
2. Theorem 1. Let fox) = ^_"=0avivxv be a polynomial where ¡fs are
independent random variables identically distributed with a common characteristic function exp(—C|ija), C is a positive constant and lSo.S2.
a0, ax,
a2, ■■■ , an are nonzero real numbers such that k n=O inß¡log n), 0</?<l
where kn = max.0Svän\av\> rn=min0SvSn|av|.

Then there exists an integer n0

such that for each n>n0, the number of real roots of the equation fox)=0
is at most ¿«(log n)2 except for a set of measure at most p'ln%x~2~ß.
Proof.
We shall indicate only the modifications necessary in the proof
of Theorem 1 of our paper cited above. The steps not mentioned here
remain unchanged.

In §5, we shall have
Pr{|avfv| ^ (n + l)3} S p |a,|"/(n + if.

Hence

Pr{|<av| < (n + l)3, 0SvSn}>l-ip

2SK]«)/(n + I)3*
> 1 - pK'Jin + I)3«"1.
_i

So outside a set of measure at most pKn/in+l)x

max

|/0)|

,

S C\n + l)4.

|«|Sl+S/n

Now, Pr{|fv|<l/n5}^ju/C1/V.

is exp(-C|i|a

Since the characteristic

function

of/(xm)

2vU \Oy\"xV)we have

Pr{|/(xJ| < l///5}S ^ (t\av\'xzY"< —t(2<Y'
n

\v=o

/

tnn \

I

for m= 1, 2, • • ■, k, p log n and

Pr{|/(x0)| < l//,5} S *- (2|avrV1/a
n

\ v=o

< plin5+1" ■tn)

/

for m=0.
So the number of zeros of/(z)
is at most jU(log n)2.

in all the circles C0, Cx, • ■•, Ck, Cv l0B„
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The measure of the exceptional set is at most

pKlogn

p '^«(f

in + I)3-1

tn ■n* ¿i

„XVx
W™)

uk*
_r_n-o^*

-

n5+1/« • tn

log n

...

«
-o-

O»

1

in + If"1

'

ßk^logn_
(n +

M
log n
C.l

1 /_

tn ■ n5+1/"

u
—r—
>

_P_

l)3«"1

tn ■ n5

tn-nh

R

I

/tB+1/" • t

u
n3*-1""

'

since kn=Oinß¡log ri) and without loss of generality we could suppose
tn^l. The measure of the exceptional set corresponding to the segment

[0, J] is at most
pKlin

+ I)3*"1 + pin" < pjn**-1-».

There is no change in the remaining part of the proof.
3. Theorem 2. Let Nn be the number of real roots of the equation
fox)=0
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, where a^l.
Then
Nn<p(log

Proof.

n)2 outside a set of measure at most p' \n.

In §6 of our paper,

Pr{|avfv| fc (» + l)3} S p \aXlin + l)3°

and

Pr{|fv| <l/n}SplCllxn.
So the measure of the exceptional set is at most

pk" log w
in+l)3*-1

/u log »
i , i /_

tnn1+1/°

p
I

p

tn-n

n1+llx • tn

< pkl log ///(// + I)3""1 + p\itn ■n)
< p/n3*-1-*1 + p\n

< p/n

since r„^l and k"„=O(V'/log n).
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